Every business

Using Compliance Consultant
A good consultant frames an issue quickly but doesn't suggest
solutions too quickly, because he or she realises that they don't
know what they don't know until they begin to gather more
data.
A good consultant will not promise the moon and the stars, and
will never base an approach on tests or instruments that are
purchased for a few pounds from other companies; in life, you
get what you pay for.
A good consultant is someone you'll hate to see go when the
project ends on time, and who you'll want to invite back at the
first appropriate new challenge.

Social Media in Financial
Services
Social Media is the new Advertising! If
you are not using Social Media to
promote your brand, business or even
just you, then you are wasting time and
money relying on "Old School"
methods.
“How To Use Social
Media in Financial
Services” Ebook
The First Place Anyone
Goes To For Information Today
is the Internet!
Ask For A Copy Of Our EBook in PDF Format

reaches a point where an
outside opinion or a
breath of fresh air is
required. Simply because
someone lives over 100
miles away, wears a suit
and tie and carries a
briefcase doesn't mean
he is a consultant.
Use your judgment:
Is this someone
you would
trust with
your wallet?

You Owe It To Your Business And Yourself To Know What Social Media Is, How Social
Networking Works And How Your Business Can Benefit From Them.
If You Are Struggling With Social Media Marketing; Maybe You Only Have a Few Likes on
your Company's Facebook page? Perhaps You Are Not Seeing Any Social Media Networking
ROI?
IF YOU ARE IN FINANCIAL SERVICES, DON'T JUST GET ANY SOCIAL MEDIA CONSULTANT
Any Consultant Will Tell You That You Need A Social Media Management Strategy... But Not
Which or How To Use The Most Relevant Platforms or How to Operate Within the
Regulations?

How We Can Help You
Our work is collaborative, involving client
personnel and resources and the transfer
of skills to the client's business.
Although most of our work is conducted
under confidentiality or non-disclosure
agreements, due to the remedial or
sensitive nature, we generally work for
existing clients or referrals and often
consist of new project work in related areas
to previous interventions.
Our engagements are usually completed within one to six months. We work against specific
objectives with clearly-established outcomes and timing, contributing to client strategic
business goals.
Our experience and
results indicate that
improved performance
requires investment in
people, systems and
support structures.
However, that
investment does not
require additional
resources, but rather the redeployment of talents, resources and energy already present.
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Our Philosophy
Our approaches revolve around a simple idea:

“Improving our client's condition”
One of the fundamentals of our success is to utilise the existing talents and resources of the
organisation to enhance client satisfaction and their business goals, by directing talents and
resources outward, not inward.

Additional Resource
As we work on a "just in time" basis, we have a pool of experienced and qualified
professional consultants available to match "your needs" to "their skills".
We have a growing list of consultants from Complaints Handlers to Capital Adequacy
Specialists, from Financial Promotions Experts to Conduct Risk Strategy and Risk
Management specialists.
We also have influence over niche risk software companies where they can leverage any of
your systems and integrate reporting and alerts through their own software to provide you
with a comprehensive risk management reporting system.

Call Us on 07092 289901
Or email:
info@complianceconsultant.org
www.complianceconsultant.org
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